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If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end up someplace else.

T

—Lawrence P. Berra (1925–2015)

he US Air Force is no newcomer to the Arctic. It has a long history of aerial
operations in the “High North” from fighting the “thousand mile war” in the
Aleutians during World War II to expanding its Arctic operations throughout
the Cold War and beyond.1 Today, it maintains a significant Arctic presence with
missions, bases, personnel, and aircraft in Alaska and at Thule Air Base, Greenland,
750 miles north of the Arctic Circle. It conducts the Arctic Survival School at Eielson
AFB, Alaska, has maintained a radar early-warning system in the High North for more
than 60 years, and has flying units (active, guard, and reserve) stationed at Eielson and
Elmendorf Air Force bases. The Air Force also operates satellites over the top of the
world and launches them into polar orbit.
During World War II the Army Air Corps used the experience of seasoned Arctic
flyers to establish several air bases in Greenland as way stations for ferry flights to
England and to conduct search and rescue (SAR) missions for downed flyers. To
thwart the German U-boat menace, it also performed sea surveillance missions in
the North Atlantic from these same locations. Seeing the necessity for a permanent
base in the High North, Thule Air Base was constructed in the 1950s in near secrecy; an engineering project that rivaled the construction of the Panama Canal in
its size and complexity.2
SAC bombers dispersed to remote runways in Greenland during the Cold War, using “floating shelf” ice islands as part of a “live aboard” concept during times of nuclear tension.3 By 1957 the Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line of more than 30 radar
stations was manned from Point Barrow, Alaska to the east coast of Greenland to
provide early-warning of Russian bomber and missile attacks.4 The Air Force even
had a specialized research organization, the Arctic, Desert, and Tropic Information
Center (ATDIC) at Maxwell AFB, Alabama from 1952 well into the 1960s. ATDIC personnel conducted “mukluks-on-the-tundra” Arctic research, contracted numerous
Arctic studies, and published their findings in widely-read newsletters, monographs, and survival manuals.5
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Despite its long Arctic history and ample time to create one, the Air Force has no
formal Arctic strategy. In May 2013 the White House released its rather generic National Strategy for the Arctic, concurrent with publication of the Coast Guard’s Arctic
Strategy. The Department of Defense (DOD) published its Arctic Strategy later that
year and the second iteration of the Navy’s Arctic Roadmap came out in 2014.6 However, no Air Force Arctic strategy emerged in their wake.
In February 2017, the DOD released a “Report to Congress on Strategy to Protect
US National Security Interests in the Arctic Region.”7 Rather than a periodic update
of its previous efforts, this document was mandated by an amendment from a senator
from Alaska in the 2016 National Defense Authorization Act.8 Its 2013 Arctic Strategy
lacked a sense of urgency, and this latest iteration is mostly a rehash of the former.9
The DOD viewed its role in the Arctic in 2013 as “support-only:” part of a “whole of
government” approach to the region.10 This reflects its general reluctance to engage in
near-term Arctic planning, proposing instead “innovative, low cost, small footprint”
solutions to its two objectives—“Ensure security, support safety and promote defense
cooperation” and “Prepare for a wide range of challenges and contingencies”—and
waiting on solutions until “Combatant Commander’s operational requirements” are
defined.11 This is not exactly “if we ignore it, it will go away,” but more “we’ll wait
until we’re asked.” The 2013 Strategy also observed that future projections of Arctic
activity may be inaccurate; cautioned that there may be fiscal constraints to new
Arctic support initiatives; and felt that being “too aggressive” in addressing future
security risks may create “conditions of mistrust.”12 The 2016 version also is littered
with caveats: “Arctic operations are inherently difficult and dangerous;” “DOD has
few niche capabilities;” “DOD will reevaluate capabilities . . . as conditions change;”
and “Some may require an expeditionary approach.”13

A Sense of Urgency
The cautionary tone in DOD’s 2016 Strategy continues the thought that there is
no great urgency to improve its Arctic posture; a position similar to that in its 2013
iteration. However, recent events in the High North, spurred by receding sea ice,
portray just the opposite. Last year Russia resubmitted its territorial claims to the
United Nations (UN), claiming that the continental shelf along Russia’s northern
border extends all the way to the North Pole, well beyond the 200-mile economic exclusion zone outlined in the Law of the Sea Convention.14 Canada, Norway and Denmark also have seabed claims pending in the UN, increasing the possibility of multiple
territorial disputes. What’s at stake? The 2008 US Geologic Survey (USGS) estimate of
High North energy resources suggested that 13 percent of the world’s undiscovered oil
and 30 percent of the world’s undiscovered natural gas lies in the Arctic.15
China has also asserted its rights in the Arctic, although she has no territory
there. In March 2010 Rear Adm Yin Zhin was quoted in the New China Daily stating,
“China must play an indispensable role in Arctic exploration as we have one-fifth of
the world’s population.”16 Perhaps to make her point, China’s first icebreaker (a second is in service, and a third is in construction) transited the Northern Sea Route
(NSR) in 2012, and the China Ocean Shipping Group completed its third year of
container shipping along the NSR in 2016.17 It is now eyeing the Northwest Passage
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for future commercial use, sparking renewed debate about whether the Passage is
international water or under Canadian sovereignty. Perhaps to emphasize China’s
intent to fully participate in Arctic affairs, five Chinese naval vessels passed near
the Aleutian Islands in September 2015—a first.18
Russia has aggressively improved its own military infrastructure along the NSR
since 2014, when a revised Military Doctrine declared that Russia’s military must
protect its national interests in the Arctic.19 A State Department report in September
2016 noted that the Russian Federation’s refurbished Northern Fleet now commands
42 of Russia’s 72 submarines and 38 surface combatants, including its largest aircraft
carrier.20 The more troubling issue, from an American Arctic point of view, has
been the reopening of several air bases in eastern Siberia opposite Alaska, including
the old Soviet bomber base at Mys Shmidta, and an air defense buildup investment
(some $4.3 billion by 2020) across the region.21 In all, Moscow has opened 10 Arctic
search and rescue stations, 16 deep water ports, 10 new airfields (for a total of 14),
and 10 air defense radar stations to protect its interests along the NSR.22 While all of
these improvements are touted as self-defense, such a huge increase in military capability to the north cannot be ignored. Given the short distances between some of
these air bases and the Alaskan coastline, the warning time for any overflight can
be measured in minutes. Thus, changes that were thought to occur in “the mid-term”
are here now, but the DOD’s “near term” planning is inadequate to meet them.

A Lack of “Air-mindedness”
The Air Force’s three-plus year silence may be the result of a lack of any service
specificity (i.e. air-mindedness) in the DOD’s Strategy that would prompt the USAF
to create a “strategy” of its own. Given the tyranny of time and distance in the Arctic,
the current lack of air-mindedness is not only wrong, but dangerous: the only way
to quickly get to any crisis above the Arctic Circle is by air. The application of airpower to any situation in the High North provides the quickest response, but there
appears to be no DOD-led impetus to do so. Case in point: the term “Air Force” is
never used in either the 2013 or the 2016 DOD document; the “Air National Guard”
mentioned but once.23 Instead, the generic word “air” finds its way into the text
many times.
The lack of air-mindedness also is reflected in the supporting Arctic strategies of
both the Navy and the Coast Guard, as well as that of the Government Accountability
Office (GAO). A June 2015 GAO report observed that “. . . since the Arctic is primarily
a maritime domain, the Coast Guard plays a significant role in Arctic Policy implementation and enforcement.”24 The GAO also acknowledges the Navy’s continuing
role in support of other federal agencies and international partners, but it fails to
identify one for the Air Force or to even mention the Air Force by name. Thus, an
area that is impassable for surface vessels at least part of the year does not have an
alternate solution when a maritime one is unworkable due to time, ice, distance, or
all three.
The Navy’s 2014–2030 Arctic Roadmap is rich with objectives, ideas, and goals for
the High North, but they aren’t objectives, ideas, and goals for the air domain. The
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Navy follows the DOD’s long lead-time strategy, using near-term (present–2020),
mid-term (2020–2030), and far-term (beyond 2030) descriptors. It also echoes the
DOD’s 2013 assessment that “. . . with the low potential for armed conflict in the region in the foreseeable future, the existing defense infrastructure (e.g. bases, ports,
and airfields) is adequate to meet near-to-mid-term US national security needs.”25
Post–2030, the Navy believes it will have the “necessary training, and personnel” to
respond to Arctic contingencies and emergencies.26 After reading the Navy Roadmap,
one observer pointed out that even in the out-years, the Navy plans to operate only
in open waters and is not planning for any major fleet enhancements (e.g. double
hulls, organic ice breakers, major shore infrastructure) based on a perceived lack of
any substantive threat.27
Even though aviation and space are mentioned several times in the Navy Roadmap, it doesn’t acknowledge the need for Air Force support except for intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance interoperability. Interestingly, several references
to the Air Force and Air Force-related milestones in the Roadmap’s previous iteration
(October 2009) are absent in the new one. Does this mean that they have been satisfied or just ignored? Perhaps the answer lies in a precursor document to the latest
Roadmap, the “Fleet Arctic Operations Game, September 13–16, 2011 Game Report.”
It refers to Air Force assets at Elmendorf AFB as “sister service Air transport.”28
In its Arctic Strategy, the Coast Guard discusses aviation only in general terms,
focusing instead on its maritime needs (read: a glaring lack of icebreakers in sufficient numbers) in the High North. It should be noted that the Coast Guard has
taken possession of previously Air Force-owned C-27 aircraft, but it is unclear if any
of them will see duty in the Arctic when they enter Coast Guard service later in
this decade. Aviation requirements in general—and those in partnership with the
Air Force in particular—are missing from the Coast Guard’s Arctic planning just as
they are from the Navy’s. Instead, a report prepared for the Coast Guard in 2010 laments the difficulties in basing aircraft in the High North, even in the summer season. It observed that “No suitable facilities currently exist on the North Slope or
near the Bering Strait” that are sufficient for extended aircraft servicing and maintenance. Its “force mix evaluation” only includes surface vessels and helicopters. No
fixed wing aircraft appear in the accompanying table, but aircraft are mentioned in
its “Concluding Remarks” almost as an afterthought.29
The overall effect of this benign neglect en masse reduces Air Force motivation to
produce an Arctic strategy because there is no clearly stated need to do so by the
national command authority, the DOD, or our sister services. There is one other
possible reason for the lack of an Air Force Arctic strategy: there is no war in the
Arctic. Although the USAF has been at war for the last quarter-century, it hasn’t fired
a shot in anger in the High North since World War II. The Air Force’s warfighting focus is elsewhere because, well, there’s no war in the High North.
However, in response to the growing Russian militarization of the Arctic, many
observers now maintain that territorial disputes will inevitably spill over into the
Arctic, and the region will become another arena of conflict.30 For example, to enter
or exit the NSR or the Northwest Passage from the Pacific side of the globe requires
transit of the Bering Strait; a natural maritime chokepoint dividing US and Russian
territory that may be a flash point in the future, they argue.
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Figure 1. The Northwest Passage(s) and the Northern Sea Route. (Reprinted from “Arctic Ocean,” in Central
Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, accessed 3 September 2013, https://www.cia.gov/library/publica
tions/the-world-factbook/geos/xq.html.)

The most pressing issue, however, is a coordinated response to a human or environmental crisis in the High North, not a clash of arms. Although Royal Dutch Shell
has withdrawn its oil exploration plans in the Chukchi Sea, plans for drilling efforts
in the region by others continue in hopes of tapping possibly the world’s last large
deposits. Fishing, eco-tourism, and commercial tourism (cruise ships) grow each
year on both sides of the Northwest Passage, but this human activity does not come
without risks to both persons and the environment. The consequences of one bad
decision may require immediate response to mitigate loss of life and damage to a
delicate ecosystem.
A major cruise ship successfully transited the Northwest Passage without incident
in 2016, and more transits are scheduled for this summer.31 While there have been a
few other successful passages in this decade, the waterways of the Northwest Passage are less than ice-free, navigational aids are sorely lacking, and nautical charts of
the region are highly suspect. Experts point to poor navigational aids as a major contributor to Northwest Passage safety concerns. One report cautions that at its current
rate, completely charting Canadian Arctic waters will take three centuries.32
In 1996 eight nations with territory or clearly defined interests in the region—the
United States, Canada, Russia, Finland, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, and Sweden—
formed the Arctic Council “. . . to provide a means for promoting cooperation, coordination and interaction among the Arctic States, with the involvement of the Arctic
Indigenous communities and other Arctic inhabitants on common Arctic issues.”33
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The Arctic Council is unique in that it only addresses nonsecurity issues faced by
the Arctic states and the region’s indigenous peoples. Observers have characterized
it as “. . . populated more by scientists and scholars than politicians.”34
The United States is a signatory to the Arctic Council’s “Nuuk Agreement on
Search and Rescue,” which requires each party to establish and maintain an “adequate and effective search and rescue capability” within its designated area (fig. 2).
Further, the Nuuk Agreement binds member nations to coordinate its SAR efforts
with other members in case of a plane crash, cruise ship sinking, oil spill, or other
disaster across the High North.35 The United States is responsible for SAR operations in Alaska and the western approaches to the Northwest Passage; the eastern
approaches to the NSR paralleling Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula; and the Beaufort,
Chukchi, and Arctic Seas extending to the North Pole.

Figure 2. Arctic SAR agreement, areas of application (based on geographic coordinates in the annex to
the Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic, 12 May
2011, http://www.ifrc.org/docs/idrl/N813EN.pdf.
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A key point in the Nuuk Agreement is that any party may request the assistance
of other party/parties if necessary, ensuring that “assistance be provided to any person in distress.”36 Given the current physical disposition of Canadian SAR forces—
some actually closer to the northern coast of South America than to Alert, Nunavut—it is highly likely that the United States will be asked to provide assistance in
any emergency. An article highlighting Canadian SAR woes calculates flight time
from Winnipeg to Resolute Bay in the heart of the Northwest Passage via a Canadian C-130H at more than five hours; helicopters to the same area from Comox
would take more than 11 hours.37 In contrast, US bases in Alaska and Greenland are
much closer and would be a logical alternative to help in times of need.
Increasing maritime traffic in the High North has prompted the shrinking of Arctic ice. The Arctic ice shrinking, combined with the unreliability of High North navigation charts, pose near-term naval problems for anyone who transits the region
with only a long-term naval solution. Neither the Navy or the Coast Guard has the
current capability to quickly reach any environmental disaster or respond to a SAR
event above the Arctic Circle, and neither will have such assets for the foreseeable
future, if (in the Navy’s case) ever.
Current US strategies see the Coast Guard as the logical service for any rescue in
the Arctic. Even though it has several Coast Guard facilities in Alaska, all are located below the Arctic Circle. Coast Guard aircraft are based in Kodiak, about 800
miles south of the most northern point in the United States—Point Barrow. Dutch
Harbor, the northernmost major deep water port in Alaska, is 400 nautical miles
farther south. The Coast Guard has announced that it had no plans to build any additional shoreside infrastructure in the coming decade, so this force structure is essentially static for the next 10 years.38 As a frame of reference, sea distances to the
heart of the Northwest Passage are portrayed below (fig.3).
What hampers the DOD’s Arctic Strategies (and those of the Coast Guard and the
Navy) and deters the Air Force is not the lack of manpower, equipment, or facilities, but a lack of imagination and inclusion. DOD strategy resides primarily in the
maritime domain: the slowest, the most expensive ($1 billion and 10 years construction time per icebreaker), as well as the least flexible method of response to
any High North situation.39 In contrast, the air domain is faster and more agile and
primarily, but not exclusively, an Air Force domain. Thus, ignoring the Air Force
limits the DOD’s Arctic options to only a single choice. It’s time to supplement Arctic DOD’s proposed “low cost, innovative” programs, with the Air Force’s “virtually
no additional cost, already in-place” ones.
There is sufficient force structure, manpower, and more than enough Air Force
and civilian facilities (e.g. airfields) throughout the state of Alaska (not to mention
Thule AB) to respond to any crisis in the High North: be it SAR, environmental disaster, aggression, or support to our Canadian ally to meet any or all three.40
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Figure 3. Operational Arctic patrol distances. (Reprinted from Michael Byers and Stewart Webb, “Titanic
Blunder: Arctic/Offshore Patrol Ships on Course for Disaster.” [Ottawa: Rideau Institute, Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives, April 2013], http://www.policyalternatives.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/publications
/National%20Office/2013/04/Titanic_Blunder.pdf.)

An Air Force Arctic Strategy—What Should It Contain?
An Air Force Arctic strategy should raise awareness—air-mindedness—of the inplace Air Force assets in the Arctic and provide innovative ways to partner them
with sister services and other High North nations. It should complement the DOD’s
Arctic Strategies, the National Strategy for the Arctic Region, and all presidential directives that set its framework. The overarching goals of an Air Force Arctic strategy
should be to highlight USAF Arctic current core competencies, to suggest ways to
interface with sister service Strategies and Roadmaps, and to present future needs to
US Northern Command, the DOD advocate for the High North.
Its preface should point out that addressing the effects of climate change is a
whole-of-government challenge and that the recommendations of the CNA (Center
for Naval Analyses) Military Advisory Board’s report, “National Security and the Accelerating Risks of Climate Change,” could serve as a benchmark for planning. In particular, its recommendation, “The United States should accelerate and consolidate its
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efforts to prepare for increased access and military operations in the Arctic,” is a
clear call for increased action. Further, CNA advises, “The time to act is now.”41
An Air Force strategy should succinctly comment on emerging events in the region, including climate change, loss of sea ice, increased commerce in the High
North, conflicting claims for the Arctic seabed, and the growing militarization of the
region by Russia. In doing so, it will convey the message that these important
events in the High North will not pause until some future date when sufficient
numbers of icebreakers and new deep water ports may be available; they are happening now. The body of an Air Force Arctic strategy should complement and expand the DOD’s Arctic guidance, focusing on its supporting objectives and also
should support sister service Arctic Strategies and Roadmaps by finding lanes in
these works that align with Air Force capabilities.
The DOD’s first objective, “Promote defense cooperation,” should be embraced
by the Air Force by expanding its military-to-military contacts with other High
North nations, especially members of the Arctic Council, to create an interchange
of tactics, techniques, and procedures to assure safe and effective flight operations.
Joint exercises, mil-to-mil exchanges, and a flow of information and ideas would
have a synergistic effect for all parties.
The strategy should call for a survey (actually, a resurvey) of possible forward operating bases above the Arctic Circle using previous World War II, Cold War DEW
Line locations, and existing commercial airfields as points of reference. For example, Wiley Post/Will Rogers Memorial Airport services Point Barrow, and its asphalt
runway is 7,100 x 150 feet. To the west are three more airfields with runways of
5,000 feet or more: the aptly-named Lonely Air Station, a military airfield supporting
the Point Lonely Short Range Radar Site with a 5,000-foot gravel runway; a private
airfield, Ugnu Kuparuk, with a 6,551-foot asphalt runway; and Deadhorse Airport,
with 6,500 feet of asphalt runway.42 To the west on the Chukchi Sea is Ralph Wein
Memorial Airport, south of Kotzebue, featuring a 6,300-foot asphalt runway, hangers, and commercial service.43 Additionally, the use of compacted snow and gravel
runways—already proven to be viable landing surfaces under the right conditions—
could widen the choice of airfields throughout the region.
These—and others in Canada and Greenland—should be considered as contingency airfields for any rescue operation or oil spill event in the Northwest Passage.
Projected use would be during the summer season and in the “shoulder” months in
late spring and early fall in the Arctic, as these are times when most human activity
will occur.44
The Air National Guard already has led the way, partnering its ski-equipped LC130s of the New York Air National Guard’s 109th Airlift Wing with Canadian Forces
in 2015 in the annual exercise Operation Nunalivut.45 Active Air Force units should
follow suit by joining with nations of the High North in joint/multilateral exercises.
Particular emphasis should be on austere airfield operations, interoperability of airframes and communications, logistics, and SAR techniques.
For their part, the National Guard should add state-to-state partnership programs
with these same nations to build on its successful Arctic exercises with Canada with
military-to-military ties. It must be mentioned that although it maintains 70 state-to76 | Air & Space Power Journal
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state partnerships around the world, no National Guard partnerships with High
North nations currently exist.
The second DOD objective, “Prepare for a wide range of challenges and contingencies,” can be met with the same military forces and innovative use of facilities outlined above, much in the way defense support to civil authorities opportunities are
used to respond to natural disasters. Other Air Force missions that could be expanded
to meet this objective include management and oversight of weather forecasting, surveillance platforms, and an upgrade of communications capabilities. In a region with
rapidly changing, often unpredictable weather conditions and notoriously uncertain
navigational aids, the Air Force should continue to provide a constellation of overhead capabilities through a strong space launch program. It also can enhance weather
forecasting capabilities in the region by engaging its WC-130 assets during the nonhurricane season for additional weather research in the Arctic. Other missions that
can be accomplished by in-place assets are those that are already daily mission sets:
SAR, airspace sovereignty, airlift, and command and control.
The Air Force’s Air Education and Training Command should pursue new initiatives in training and education to further Arctic air-mindedness. It should increase
class sizes and throughput at its Arctic Survival School (Detachment 1, 66th Training
Squadron) at Eielson AFB, ensuring a cadre of trained and competent Air Force personnel for all Arctic missions. This must include all aircrew members assigned to
Arctic bases and all personnel whose duties could place them in cold-weather survival
situations. In the long term, it should seek additional funding and instructors from
across the DOD to transform it into a joint service school.
AETC also should reinstitute the study of the Air Force in the Arctic at its academic
roots—Air University (AU). Utilizing the research capabilities of the entire university,
it should explore pertinent Arctic issues and offer courses at Air Command and Staff
College and Air War College to encourage Air Force thinking concerning strategic
and operational issues in the High North. Course development for Arctic-specific
issues could reside in a new Arctic Studies Group at AU, similar to those established
at the Naval War College and the US Coast Guard Academy.46

Final Thoughts
To operate in the High North without an Air Force Arctic strategy and to remain
silent on Arctic issues that are clearly within the Air Force’s purview allows other
services to dictate its roles and missions there. Although the DOD, Navy and the
Coast Guard have ignored in-place Air Force assets in their High North planning,
these capabilities—in air, space, and in cyberspace—are the sine qua non for success.
Bidden or unbidden, the point should be made that the Air Force must be a part of
the solution. The Air Force must pursue an Arctic strategy of its own and do it
sooner rather than later. The result of further inaction (three-plus years since the
first DOD Arctic Strategy) will be a loss of visibility for the Air Force and a diminished
defense capability for this nation in the last frontier on Earth. 
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